BACKGROUND
Sasol participates in education-based programs throughout the communities where our employees live and work. Sasol and the Children’s Museum of Lake Charles developed the museum’s Chem Corner exhibit in 2017 to offer visitors a glimpse into daily life at an industrial facility, help children learn about local industry and stimulate interest in science, technology, engineering and mathematics. The exhibit provides a safety-focused, science and technology-based, teamwork-driven experience that reinforces the core values Sasol employees use every day.

The Chem Corner exhibit is a science, technology, engineering and mathematics-themed exhibit hosted by the Children’s Museum of Lake Charles. The Chem Corner exhibit takes visitors on a journey through Sasol’s infrastructure to teach children about manufacturing processes and the important jobs performed on an industrial site. Along the way, kids learn about safety, teamwork and science through interactive games and challenges. The exhibit follows the manufacturing process from raw materials to everyday products used in our homes.

The exhibit features a safety center where youth can try on Sasol personal protective equipment, enter a control room and work with their team members “in the field” through radio frequencies to accomplish set tasks. Other features include a safety shower and rotating valves. Chem Corner is part of a series at the museum that describes various economic and business establishments in town. The addition of the exhibit helps kids learn about a huge part of the Lake Charles economy – chemical manufacturing.

Sasol partnered with the Children’s Museum for many years, and also sponsors monthly science demonstrations called Sasol’s Second Saturday Science Show. Visit the Children’s Museum on Facebook for more information.

To see the Chem Corner exhibit, visit the museum at 327 Broad St. in Lake Charles during regular hours.

COMMUNITY PARTNERS
The Children’s Museum of Lake Charles, Community Foundation of Southwest Louisiana

Learn more about Sasol and other community initiatives at www.sasolnorthamerica.com